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A Cosine Similarity Based Centralized Protection
Scheme for DC Microgrids

Rabindra Mohanty, Member, IEEE, Subham Sahoo, Member, IEEE, Ashok Kumar Pradhan,
Senior Member, IEEE and Frede Blaabjerg, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Unlike the phasor measurement based protection in
AC systems, the protection of DC systems deals with complex
fault transients which mandates the isolation of the faulted
segment within few milliseconds as continued fault current leads
to overheating issue in power electronic converters. To this end,
several works have been suggested based on unit and non-
unit protections for DC microgrids. Threshold selection and
protection coordination are the challenges associated with non-
unit protection. Similarly, communication delay and link failure
limit the application of unit protection. To address these issues,
this paper presents a robust centralized protection scheme for
DC microgrids, which is resilient to communication delay and
link failure. It uses current of each line segment to compute
the similarity of current change at both ends of the line
segment to derive the protection decision. To overcome the
communication failure from one end of the line segment or even
from multiple segments, the proposed method uses data from
adjacent segments to derive the protection decision correctly.
Using PSCAD/EMTDC environment, the performance of the
proposed method is evaluated for various cases and compared
with available techniques. Finally, the accuracy of the protection
algorithm is validated under experimental conditions.

Index Terms—Centralized protection, communication, cosine
similarity, DC microgrid, fault analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH advancement in power electronic converters and
communication infrastructure, microgrid technologies

promote the integration of distributed generation (DG) with
energy storage sources (ESSs) to provide efficient and quality
power to customers [1]. Today, DC microgrids have emerged
as a promising architecture with majority of electronic loads
consuming DC power and operability of DC producing renew-
able sources like photovoltaic (PV) array, fuel cell and ESSs.
DC mains and feeders reduce the number of conversion stages,
as compared to AC and improve the efficiency [2]. Without
synchronization and reactive power control requirements, op-
eration of multiple parallel power electronic converter inter-
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faced renewable energy source (RES) becomes an easy task in
DC microgrids as compared to the AC counterparts [3].

One of the primary challenges in DC microgrids is the lack
of an effective protection solution [4]. With the occurrence
of a fault, the DC-link capacitor of the power electronic con-
verter discharges rapidly causing the DC bus voltage to drop
sharply. Further, the energy stored in the cable inductance also
discharges through the freewheeling diodes of the converters
resulting in a high magnitude fault current within a very short
interval of time [5]. The converters operate as uncontrolled
rectifiers (forward biasing of anti-parallel diodes) during fault
conditions with the fault current still being fed from the input
side of the converter [6]. This may cause an unstable operation
of the system and even damage the power semiconductor
switches in the converters unless the fault is cleared.

The existing protection schemes in DC microgrid can be
categorized into non-unit and unit protections. Local measure-
ment based non-unit protection schemes are presented for DC
microgrids in [7]–[9], which do not require communication.
However, its performance is influenced by factors such as
requirement of high bandwidth measurement devices [7],
selection of thresholds [8] and can be accommodated only
for long distance DC line based systems [9]. Additionally,
these schemes do not guarantee selectivity. On the other
hand, unit protection schemes exploit data from both ends
of the line to be protected by overcoming the abovemen-
tioned issues. Regardless of its advantages, high resistance
fault could be an issue for current differential [10], [11] and
current directional [12] based unit protection schemes. The
performance of the differential scheme is highly dependent
on the current threshold, since the operating current may not
exceed it during high resistance fault. Similarly, the direction
of fault current during high resistance fault does not alter,
as the pre-fault current can be more than the faulted current
under heavy loading condition. In addition, communication
delay and communication link failure limit the application of
unit protection schemes.

Intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) are used for protection
and automation with the support of IEC 61850 protocol
[13]. Since IEC 61850 is known for its flexibility due to
its capability of decoupling domain-specific models from the
communication stack, it has been adopted as an international
communication medium to monitor, control and measure the
physical processes in a microgrid. A centralized protection
scheme compatible with IEC 61850 protocol has the capability
to provide promising solution for microgrids, that can deal
with the above stated issues associated with both non-unit and
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Fig. 1. Single line diagram of the considered grid-tied DC microgrid.

unit protection schemes. In [5], [14], [15], similar protection
schemes have been proposed for DC microgrids. A current
derivative based protection algorithm is proposed in [5]. How-
ever, the selection of threshold in a multi-converter system
can become a challenging task as low impedance of DC line
segment can offer high rate of change of current even during
non-faulted conditions. Further, a differential current based
protection approach is used in [14], [15], where the accuracy of
these schemes can not be guaranteed for high resistance faults.
Moreover, the effects of communication delay and link failure
on the performance of these methodologies are not studied.

Accuracy in the operation of any protection algorithm
depends on proper fault characterization of the system. An
accurate mathematical model of fault in a DC system is
difficult to formulate as it is nonlinear, time varying and
strongly coupled with control strategy of converters [16].
Hence, this mandates the design of a high-resolution robust
protection scheme using statistical comparison of the mag-
nitude and direction of current information from both ends
accounting cyber adversities, such as communication delay
and link failure.

To address these issues, a centralized protection scheme
based on the similarity of current change over a window of
both ends of a line segment is proposed for DC microgrids.
The cosine similarity index (CSI) is used to differentiate the
internal and external faults. Unlike sample-to-sample based
approach [16], a window of data set is considered to overcome
the effect of communication delay in the protection scheme.

The current from each line segment is communicated to a
central IED using IEC 61850 protocol for DC microgrid. The
central IED overcomes the issue associated with communica-
tion link failure and delay from any location using data of
adjacent line segments and generates a trip signal accurately
for the corresponding breaker in the faulted segment. Robust-
ness in the performance of the proposed method is evaluated
for various cases including high resistance fault, communica-
tion delay and link failure in PSCAD/EMTDC environment.
Finally, the performance of the proposed algorithm is validated
under experimental conditions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, brief descriptions of DC microgrid, different stages during
fault and communication infrastructure are provided. A com-
parative study of the existing protection schemes is illustrated
in section III. The cosine similarity based proposed method
is presented in section IV. The performance of the proposed
method is tested for different cases using data from simulation
and experimental setup in section V and VI respectively.
Section VII and VIII present the discussion and conclusion
of the work respectively.

II. FAULT ANALYSIS IN DC MICROGRID

A 30 kW, 350 V DC microgrid (as shown in Fig. 1) is
considered, which consists of DC-DC boost converters at
PV array terminal, a battery with bidirectional DC-DC buck-
boost converter and a front-end voltage source converter (VSC)
connected to the utility grid. The VSC is connected to single



TABLE I
FAULT CURRENT RESPONSE OF CONVERTERS IN DC MICROGRID

PG faultDC fault
current response VSC Boost

converter
Buck

converter
Buck-boost
converter

Stage 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Stage 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Stage 3 Yes Yes No No

phase of low voltage side of distribution transformer of 630
kVA, 50 Hz, 0.415/11 kV. Finally, it is connected to the main
grid via a substation transformer of 5 MVA, 50 Hz, 11/33
kV. Loads in the microgrid are primarily supplied by local
PV arrays and under heavy loading conditions, the remaining
power is extracted from the grid. On the other hand, converter
interfaced with battery operates in voltage-controlled mode to
regulate generation-demand imbalance during islanded mode
of operation. The capacitance shown at each bus is the equiva-
lent of DC link capacitor and cable as Cdx, where the subscript
x represents the bus number. The front-end VSC maintains
the voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC) for grid
connected mode of operation. The PV arrays inject maximum
power into the grid with the help of a maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) control strategy. Two cascaded PI control
loops create a modulation signal in a complementary fashion to
control the switches in bidirectional DC-DC converter which
operates in voltage controlled mode.

During a fault on the DC side, the transient response affects
three counterparts; such as Stage 1: capacitor discharge or
natural response, Stage 2: freewheeling diode operation,
and Stage 3: current fed from the grid. A detailed response
in time domain of the nonlinear circuit is analyzed for different
time periods in [6], [17]. The occurrence of these stages de-
pend on the converter topology and the type of fault [6]. Table
I provides the stages of transient response for VSC and DC-
DC converters during pole-to-ground (PG) faults in a unipolar
DC microgrid. It is observed that Stage 1 and Stage 2
are present in all cases during fault. The protection system
is expected to operate within the rise time of current (during
Stage 1) to protect the switches in the converters from
overheating stress in Stage 2 and Stage 3.

Several communication protocols are developed to exchange
the information between IEDs and power equipment in a
microgrid. In electrical substation, distributed network pro-
tocol (DNP3), Modbus TCP/IP and protocols compliant with
IEC 61850 are widely used. The IEC-61850 standard is part of
the IEC technical committee 57 (IEC-TC-57) that deals with
information model and logical nodes (LNs) including DGs,
electrical connection points, controllers, generators, power
converters, measurement and protection devices [18]. IEC
61850 features include data modeling, reporting, fast trans-
fer (GOOSE and GSSE), setting groups, sampling data value,
command configuration and data storage. The data object and
attributes of IEC 61850 monitor the measurement, breaker
status and setting group status in the considered DC microgrid
in Fig. 1.

III. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF EXISTING
PROTECTION SCHEMES

The current derivative ( didt ) based protection is simple and
computationally effective solution for DC microgrids [5],
[8], [19]. Such methods take protection decision within few
milliseconds. However, the high-frequency switching ripples
complicate the trip decision of current derivative based pro-
tection methods. Fig. 3 shows different ripple frequencies and
magnitudes of current for various switching frequencies Ns at
the output of a DC-DC buck converter. For 4 kHz sampling,
the magnitudes of current gradient are 18 A/250 µs and 32
A/250 µs for Ns=5 kHz and Ns=1.5 kHz respectively. These
values are significantly high, which can easily exceed the
thresholds.
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Fig. 2. CCM/DCM operation modes for a DC-DC boost converter.

Furthermore as shown in Fig. 2, DCM/CCM mode are
primarily dependent on the loading condition in the output,
where the converter either operates at DCM or CCM with
respect to the critical Rcrit value. Usually, the existing pro-
tection mechanisms to detect a fault are based on averaging
mechanism for signals which does not contain any switching
ripples from the sources, since they have been formulated for
standard DC supplies. However, when the said fault detection
philosophies are tested for power electronic converters with
switching ripples in the current, the following issues arise:

• the rate of change in current is not solely dependent on
the fault but also dependent on other factors such as
switching frequency, variable loading condition, voltage
levels, etc.

• the design of averaging window with a fixed threshold
to generate a decision under faults may be tricky (as
shown in Fig. 2), since the average values could vary for
DCM/CCM modes (under different loading conditions),
different window sizes, etc. As a result, it could often
lead to false tripping of converters for a fixed threshold
averaging mechanism to detect faults.
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Fig. 3. Current response of DC-DC buck converter with different switching
frequencies Ns.



TABLE II
COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING PROTECTION TECHNIQUES

Protection methods Work done Remarks

Methods based on di
dt

[5], [8], [19]

- Low resistance fault is detected by current
derivative.
- High resistance fault detected by second order
derivative and current differential.

- Requires both voltage and current measurements.
- Each line segment needs two IEDs at both ends
to derive the protection decision.
- Vulnerable to non-fault disturbance that causes
higher current derivatives.
- IED coordination is not discussed in local data
based protections.

Superimposed current
based unit protection [20]
Method based on
similarity index [16]

- Superimposed current at both ends of the line
segment.
- Cosine similarity of the transient waveform
distinguishes the internal and external faults.

- Method needs two IEDs [20] and one IED [16]
in each line segment to be protected.
- The superimposed component and similarity index
cannot be derived for a communication link failure.

Centralized protection [14], [15] - Current differential and moving average
based protection.

- The current differential does not work
for communication link failure.
- Communication delay causes the maloperation
of differential technique for external faults.

Proposed protection scheme
- Cosine similarity index of two independent
data windows of average di

dt
.

- Validated in experimental setup.

- Current measurement only.
- One central IED is required instead
of IED at each line segments.
- Robustness towards communication delay
and link failure.
- The protection decision is unaffected
in presence of ripples due to high-frequency
switching and for high resistance fault.

In the microgrid with short line lengths, the di
dt of adjacent

segments may exceed the predefined threshold values. Al-
though, the peak depends on the corresponding bus voltage and
inductance of the faulted path, the local data based protection
using current derivative operates at the moment the derivative
exceeds the predefined threshold irrespective of the peak value.
For example, a fault in the middle of the line segment-fd (refer
Fig. 1) causes the di

dt at SSCB-gf and SSCB-fd above the
threshold (25 A/250 µs) as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, local data
based di

dt fails to identify the correct faulted section resulting
into a selectivity issue. The above mentioned problem is more
prominent in case of small capacitor (or no capacitor), which
is present between the buses.

The selectivity issue in local data based technique is solved
using communication assisted current differential, current di-
rectional and centralized protections in DC microgrid. High
resistance fault is a problem for current differential and
directional protection schemes. For example, the operating
current (Idiff) in the current differential technique goes below
the threshold for fault resistance more than 5.5 Ω, as evident
from Fig. 5. Similarly, the direction of current has not changed
during the fault with fault resistance more than 5 Ω, as shown
in Fig. 6. As a result, such faults cannot be identified correctly.
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Fig. 4. Current derivatives at SSCB-gf and SSCB-fd for the fault in line
segment-fd.
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Fig. 5. Current difference during high resistance internal fault.

Note that the rated current for a 30 kW, 350 V DC system is
85.7 A. The fault resistance that causes the current less than
the rated value is considered as high resistance fault. In this
case, the current of 85.7 A corresponds to 4 Ω. Thus, the fault
resistance of 5 Ω or more is considered as high resistance
fault.
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Fig. 6. Currents of both ends during high resistance fault F1.

Communication delay (εn) results in maloperation of com-
munication based protections schemes such as differential
scheme during an external fault. To illustrate this issue more
clearly, a pole-to-ground fault is created in line segment-ab
in Fig. 1 (considered as an external fault to the segment-bd),
the current idb and ibd are observed, and their sum is plotted
in Fig. 7. The ibd is communicated with a time delay, εt = 1
ms with respect to idb. In such a case, the current difference



enters into operating region for a certain period of time as
shown in Fig. 7. The threshold of the current differential in
a DC microgrid is considered as ηIn [21], where η is the
reliability coefficient whose value is in between 6% to 20%
and In is the nominal current of the line segment, i.e. 85.7 A
in this case. Under these circumstances, the proposed methods
in [14], [15], [21] will maloperate.

id
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Fig. 7. Current differential with and without communication delay during a
fault in adjacent line a-b.

The sign of di
dt has the inherent capability of distinguishing

faults in forward and reverse directions. The di
dt is positive for

forward fault and negative for reverse fault, provided the pre-
fault power flow is in forward direction. However, the sign
of di

dt needs to be communicated to the remote end (and vice-
versa) to identify the internal fault which requires communi-
cation link, similar to unit protection. In summary, the local
di
dt based protections without communication have issues with
threshold setting and IEDs coordination. The communication
based unit protections are associated with issues like commu-
nication failure and delay. Similarity index based protection
method in [16] is not evaluated for communication link failure.
In addition, it needs at least one IED for each line segment
in the DC microgrids which increases the cost. All the issues
with the existing protection strategies are provided in Table II.
Furthermore, the advantages behind employing the proposed
strategy is also detailed in the same table.

IV. PROPOSED PROTECTION SCHEME

The DC microgrid considered in this work is shown in
Fig. 1. The microgrid is divided into different protection
segments and each segment consists of a solid-state circuit
breaker (SSCB) at each end. A central IED is installed for
the entire microgrid. The cyber layer, shown in Fig. 1, is
realized using SimEvents based realistic communication model
to simulate all the intermittent parameters associated with the
communication network [22]. Currents of both ends of a line
segment are communicated to the IED (highlighted in Fig. 1)
and the rate of change of current at each end is obtained.

A. Fault detection

The collected line currents at IED are sampled at a rate
of 4 kHz. A disturbance index (h) is calculated using current
information from the following relation

h =
1

N∆t

(
N∑
n=1

|in+1 − in|

)
(1)

where in corresponds to sample value of current for nth

instant with N = 4 as four samples in 1 ms, ∆t is the
sampling interval. The absolute value of the current difference
is considered in (1) to monitor the magnitude change only.
When h > ζ (threshold), a fault is ensured; else, it suggests a
normal condition. The threshold ζ is calculated as:

ζ =
1

N∆t

(
N∑
n=1

|in+1 − in|

)
=

1× 5A

4× 250× 10−6s
= 5000A/s

(2)
Considering high security of IED operation

∑N
n=1|in+1 − in|

= 5 A is set, where
∑N
n=1|in+1 − in| represents the sum of

four consecutive sample-to-sample differences. It is to be noted
that the disturbance index becomes high even for load change
or any other switching phenomena. Fig. 8 shows the current
response and Nh∆t for a sudden change in load (which may
confuse relay with fault) as h exceeds ζ. This is similar to a
fault detector in available numerical relays which triggers the
next step on the decision process.

Fig. 8. Change in current and hN∆t with increase in load.

B. Current response during an internal fault
In Stage 1 of fault analysis, the RLC response of the DC

line current idb at bus-d in frequency domain during F1 can
be written as:

idb(s) =

Vdd(0)

L1
+ idb(0)

s2 +
R1

L1
s+

1

L1Cd

(3)

where Vdd(0) is the voltage across the Cdd at bus-d and idb(0)
is the current through L1 at the instant of fault inception. Fault
component of current in time domain is given by:

iF1

db (t) =
Vdd(0)

L1(m2 −m1)

(
e−m1t − e−m2t

)
+

idb(0)

m2 −m1

(
−m1e

−m1t +m2e
−m2t

) (4)

where m1 = -α1+
√
α2
1 − ω2

0 , m2 = -α1-
√
α2
1 − ω2

0 and, α1

= R1/2L1, ω1 =

√
1

L1Cdd
− (

R1

2L1
)2 and ω0 =

√
α2
1 + ω2

1 .

The time derivative of (4) at t = 0+ at the instant of fault
inception will be:

didb(t)

dt
=
Vdd(0)

L1
− 2α1idb(0) (5)

Using (5), it can be concluded that the rate of change of current
depends on the initial conditions of voltage across the DC link
capacitor and line current just before the fault.



In a similar way at bus-b, for the fault F1, the rate of change
of line current ibd will be:

dibd(t)

dt
=
Vdb(0)

L2
+
R2

L2
ibd(0) (6)

Remark I: As a convention with the direction of currents as
shown in Fig. 1, it is clear that for internal fault F1, the
didb(t)

dt
and

dibd(t)

dt
are positive.

C. Current response during an external fault

Remark II: In case of an external fault F2 as shown in

Fig. 1, the
didb(t)

dt
and

dibd(t)

dt
are equal in magnitude as well

as their rate of changes. However, the sign will be opposite,

e.g.
didb(t)

dt
= -

dibd(t)

dt
. Thus,

dibd(t)

dt
=
d(−idb(t))

dt
=
−didb(t)

dt

= −Vdd(0)

L1
+
R1

L1
idb(0)

(7)

D. Cosine similarity index (CSI) based protection decision

In the above subsections, the direction of current during
transient is analyzed. A simple threshold based protection
decision is challenging for power-electronic converters due
to distortion and high-frequency ripples during transients.

Therefore, a window of 2 ms (i.e. 8 samples× 1

4000
s) is

considered as shown in Fig. 9. The average of the rate of
change of current in a window is obtained at each end of a line
segment. The alikeness of two data windows of both ends of
the line segment is measured using cosine similarity. The idea
of cosine similarity used in the proposed method is analogous
to the CSI of two non-zero vectors in a dot product, which
has been widely used in data mining applications [23], [24].

Using two consecutive samples, the rate of change
of current is obtained in a window of 2 ms; 7

number of
di

dt
samples in a window (in Fig. 9). where

didb(t)/dt = (idb(t2) − idb(t1))/(t2 − t1). For a
window of data set, X = average {x1, x2, x3, ...x7} =

average
{
didb1
dt

,
didb2
dt

,
didb3
dt

, ...
didb7
dt

}
and Y = average

{y1, y2, y3, ...y7} = average
{
dibd1
dt

,
dibd2
dt

,
dibd3
dt

, ...
dibd7
dt

}
,

CSI can be calculated as below:

CSI =
X.Y

|X| |Y |
=

1

7

7∑
n=1

xn.
1

7

7∑
n=1

yn∣∣∣∣17 7∑
n=1

xn

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣17 7∑
n=1

yn

∣∣∣∣ =

7∑
n=1

xn.
7∑

n=1
yn∣∣∣∣ 7∑

n=1
xn

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ 7∑
n=1

yn

∣∣∣∣
(8)

For an external fault F2, X ≈
7∑

n=1
xn and Y ≈

7∑
n=1

yn in the

line segment-db are positive and negative respectively, using
Remark II. However, for internal fault F1, both X and Y are

positive using Remark I. The similarity index output can be
summarized by:

CSI =

{
+1, if, internal fault;
−1, if, external;

(9)
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The similarity of change in current at both ends of the line
segment, X and Y in (8) is shown in Fig. 10. For the internal
fault (F1), CSI comes out to be +1 as both X and Y are
positive. However, CSI is -1 for the external faults (F2 and
F3) as X and Y are opposite in sign. A detailed flowchart of
the proposed protection scheme is provided in Fig. 11.

E. Communication link failure from one end of the faulted
segment

The fault F1 can not be confirmed from X and Y of line
segment-db if ibd is not communicated due to communication
link failure as shown in Fig. 12. In this case, the IED uses the
similarity of idb and iab to generate a trip decision. The trip
signal will be generated if |idb|−|iba| > |iload b|, where iload b
is the rated load current at bus-b. Thus, the proposed method
performs satisfactorily, even if communication link fails from
one end of a line segment.

F. Performance during multiple link failure

In case of multiple communication link failure, a fault can
be identified using the available information of rate of change
of current. For example, fault F1 can be identified using the
CSI of idb and iab in case of communication failure of ibd
and iba (refer Fig. 12). Under such circumstances, the adjacent
segment including the faulted one will be isolated. The trip
decision will be derived based on CSI = +1 and for the fault
F1, the line segment-db and ab will be isolated.

It is worth notifying that the proposed method identifies
the exact faulted segment when one communication channel
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fails in the microgrid or two channels fail (one from each
nonadjacent segment). Further, when two or three channels
fail from adjacent segments, two segments are identified as
possible faulted segments. The selectivity of proposed method
during communication link failure is listed in Table III.

For a fault on bus-b with communication link failure from
the current sensor-bd, the CSI for line segment-ab and

TABLE III
SELECTIVITY WITH COMMUNICATION LINK FAILURE

Number of communication
channel fails Segment isolation

No channel Only the faulted segmentOne channel
Two channels Faulted and the adjacent oneThree channels

segment-ed are -1 as the bus-b fault is external to these
segments. In case of the sum is greater than maximum load
current at the bus-b, then the IED sends trip signal to SSCB-
bd. The fault is not yet cleared as the fault current is fed

from segment-ab (high
diab
dt

). Consequently, the IED sends trip
signal to SSCB-ba and now the bus fault is cleared.

G. Performance during communication delay

There are different causes of communication delay, out of
which time-out error between communication devices [25]
and non-synchronous current sampling are common [11]. The
change in currents at both ends of the line segment during fault
in the presence of communication delay can be expressed as:

X =
1

7

7∑
n=1

xn and, Y =
1

7

7+εn∑
n+εn=1

yn (10)

where εn denote the delayed sample number (in this case,
one lost sample corresponds to a delay of 250 µs). The
proposed CSI is obtained using the average value of current
change over a window of 2 ms rather than use of samples
in current differential technique. Thus, for communication
delay (typically one or two samples, i.e. 0.5 ms for 4 kHz
sampling), the window length takes care of it. It can be inferred
that the proposed strategy is resilient to communication delay.

H. Performance with noisy signal

The proposed CSI based protection method is immune to
noisy signals. The average over window reduces the noise level
in the signal to en extend and then the ratio of data windows
is not affected by the noise. With noise in the current signal,
(8) becomes

CSI =
Xnoise.Ynoise
|Xnoise| |Ynoise|

=

1

7

7∑
n=1

xn noise.
1

7

7∑
n=1

yn noise∣∣∣∣17 7∑
n=1

xn noise

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣17 7∑
n=1

yn noise

∣∣∣∣
=

7∑
n=1

xn noise.
7∑

n=1
yn noise∣∣∣∣ 7∑

n=1
xn noise

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ 7∑
n=1

yn noise

∣∣∣∣
(11)

From (11), it is clear that the combination of averaging and
CSI computation for a corresponding window of di

dt results
in accurate identification of fault even with noisy situation.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed algorithm is tested for the 350 V DC mi-
crogrid shown in Fig. 1. The system components and their
parameters are provided in Table IV. Using PSCAD/EMTDC
simulation, faults are created in different line segments and
data are acquired at a sampling rate of 4 kHz. The performance
of the method is tested for several cases, e.g. fault at different
locations, communication link failure, high resistance fault and
communication delay.



TABLE IV
DC MICROGRID COMPONENTS AND PARAMETERS[17]

System voltage 350 V DC
Base power 30 kW
Battery 96 V, 0.4 kAh
Battery DC-DC converter 10 kW
Solar panel Vmp= 54.7V , Imp= 5.58A at STC
PV converter 10 kW
VSC connecting to utility grid 15 kW
Load Constant impedance load, 30 kW
Fault resistance 0 - 10 Ω
DC link capacitor 2.5 mF
Cable parameters:
Cross-section area 240 mm2

Resistance 0.125 Ω/km
Inductance 0.232 mH/km
Capacitance 0.67 µF/km
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Fig. 13. For the internal fault F1 in the line segment-db (a) current at d and
b sides (b) rate of change in current (c) the corresponding CSI .

A. Fault identification and protection decision

A pole-to-ground fault (F1) with a fault resistance of 5 Ω is
simulated at 0.5 s in the middle of the line segment-bd (Fig. 1).
The currents and their rate of change seen by the sensors at
SSCB-db and SSCB-bd are shown in Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(b)
respectively. As shown in Fig. 13(c), the average in the change
of current in a window at both ends (X and Y) is found to be
positive, which results in CSI to be +1 using (8).

Similarly, an external fault F2 (in the system in Fig. 1) with
a fault resistance of 5 Ω is created at 0.5 s. The currents seen
by sensors at SSCB-db and SSCB-bd are shown in Fig. 14(a).
Further, it can be seen in Fig. 14(b) that the signs of change
in current over a window at both ends of the line segment-db
are moving in opposite directions. As a result, it is confirmed
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from Fig. 14(c) that CSI is -1.
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Fig. 15. CSI for sudden load change.

The performance of the method is also tested for sudden
change in loading condition. The load is varied from 60% to
110% of rated value at bus-b. The CSI is obtained as -1 as
shown in Fig. 15. Therefore, no trip signal will be generated.

B. Performance during communication link failure

In case of one or two communication link failure, the
proposed method is able to derive trip decision without losing
proper selectivity. The influence of communication link failure
is analyzed for various cases and the selectivity is provided in
Table V.

C. Comparative assessment

1) Performance during high resistance internal fault: High
resistance fault is a problem for available centralized protec-
tions based on current differential [11], [14], [15] and current
direction based unit protection scheme [12] (refer section III).
The proposed method uses the sign of the average of current



TABLE V
SELECTIVITY DURING COMMUNICATION FAILURE FOR FAULT F1

Events Bus-d Bus-b Central IED Remarks
No communication
failure idb is available ibd is available X and Y are positive and CSI = +1 Trip SSCB-db

and SSCB-bd
One end communication
failure idb is not available ibd is available Apply KCL at bus-d, satisfied

the criteria as in section IV-E
Trip SSCB-db
and SSCB-bd

Both ends communication
failure idb is not available ibd is not available Apply KCL at bus-d and b, satisfied

the criteria as in section IV-F
Trip SSCB-db
and SSCB-bd

Both ends and one end from
adjacent lines fails idb is not available ibd and iba are

not available
Apply KCL at bus-d and a, satisfied
the criteria as in section IV-F

Trip SSCBs at
segment-bd and ab

Load change in bus-b idb is available ibd is available idb, iab are positive and
ibd, iba are negative, CSI = -1 No trip signal
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Fig. 16. Performance of proposed method during high resistance fault.

change in a window, which is independent of the current di-
rection at an instant. The performance of the proposed method
is evaluated for high resistance internal (F1) and external (F2)
faults and the corresponding CSI are found to be +1 and -1
respectively, as shown in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 17. CSI with communication delay during the fault in adjacent line
a-b.

2) Performance in the presence of communication delay:
At the middle of the line segment-ab, a PG fault F2 is created
with fault resistance of 2 Ω at 0.5 s of simulation run. A
communication delay of 1 ms is introduced in the current
signal from the sensor at SSCB-bd of the line segment-db.
Fort the fault F2 (Fig. 1, the proposed method obtains CSI
using (8) as -1 (Fig. 17) which confirms an external fault and
does not allow to trip the SSCBs.
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D. Performance of the proposed method with noisy signals

The performance of the method is tested for the current
signal contaminated with uniform distribution noise with zero
mean and a standard deviation (S.D.) of 3 % [17], [26]. During
such a situation, currents idb and ibd for a fault F1 in the line
segment-db are shown in Fig. 18. With a fault resistance of 2
Ω, a pole-to-ground fault is created at 0.5 s. The corresponding
di
dt with and without considering moving average window is
shown in Fig. 19. The CSI is obtained (Fig 20) using the aver-
age di

dt output from the windows at both ends of the segment-
db. It is clearly observed that CSI is +1 during the fault
which is correct. Therefore, the proposed method performs
well even during noisy condition by using the averaging and
CSI techniques.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed protection method has been experimentally
validated in a DC microgrid operating at a voltage reference
Vdcref of 75 V with N = 2 buck converters, as shown
in Fig. 21(a). Both the converters are tied radially to a
programmable load (voltage-dependent mode). Each converter
is controlled by dSPACE MicroLabBox DS1202 (target), with
control commands from the ControlDesk from the PC (host).
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Fig. 21. (a) Experimental setup on a scaled-down DC microgrid (b) single
line diagram of the setup.
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Fig. 22. (a) Performance of the proposed protection strategy in experimental
setup for internal and external faults, (b) Zoomed version of rate of change
of current to calculate CSI during transition from external to internal fault.

A simplified single line diagram of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 21(b).

Using the tie-line current measurements idb and ibd, the
proposed CSI based protection scheme is designed in the
control platform to detect internal and external faults. The
experimental testbed parameters are provided in Appendix.

As already established in simulated environment, it can be
seen in Fig. 22(a) that the tie-line currents are opposite during
the external fault F2 (as indicated in Fig. 21(b)) during the

event b after the switching pulses are initiated at event a.
This validates the calculated CSI using (9) to be -1 during
external faults, which can be seen in the zoomed figure for
the rate of change of ti-line currents in Fig. 22(a) before event
c. Further during event c, an internal fault F1 (as indicated in
Fig. 21(b)) is subjected, where the currents rise in the same
direction. Prior to this fault, it can be seen in Fig. 22(b) that
CSI jumps to 1 to confirm the presence of an internal fault
as per the proposed strategy. Further when the internal fault
is removed during event d, it can be seen in Fig. 22(a) that
the tie-line currents idb and ibd return back to CSI being -1.
Finally, the converters are turned off during event e. Hence, the
robustness of the proposed strategy is validated experimentally
for both internal and external faults.
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Further, the proposed method is also experimentally vali-
dated for currents with lower switching frequency of 2 kHz.
A pole-to-ground fault is created during no load at 0 s and
the currents from the DC-DC buck converters are captured
as shown in Fig. 23. Under these conditions, it can be seen
that the corresponding CSI moves to +1 as shown in Fig. 24,
which establishes the robustness of the proposed strategy even
for converters even with lower switching frequency.

VII. DISCUSSION

In the proposed method, the fault detection does not take
more than 1 ms as it uses 4 samples at a sampling frequency of
4 kHz (using (1)). A window of 2 ms is used to calculate CSI ,
thus the protection decision can be taken in 3 ms of the fault
inception which is evident from the results. The average of
current change over a window is considered to avoid the issues
associated with communication delay and any spurious data
in the signal. As an advantage, the proposed method identifies
the exact faulted segment during a communication channel
fails. Furthermore, the faulted segment along with an adjacent
one are isolated in case of two or three channels fail. The



method can be applied to any DC microgrid including ring bus,
grounded and ungrounded systems as it uses current signal of
each line segment.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, a centralized DC microgrid protection scheme
is proposed. The similarity of rate of current change over a
window of both ends of the line segment identifies an internal
fault. IEC 61850 protocol is realized for the communication
in DC microgrid application using SimEvents blocks. The
performance of the protection scheme is tested for high
resistance fault, communication delay and link failure. The
protection decision is taken within 3 ms or even faster in case
of no delayed signals. This protection algorithm aids in power
electronic based systems by providing an auxiliary signal to
block the switching pulses being supplied to converter. As
compared to available protection schemes that use both voltage
and current data, the proposed protection scheme entails an
economic alternative, which employs only one central IED for
entire microgrid and one current sensor for each end of a line
segment. Its performance is also validated under experimental
conditions for both internal and external faults, and found
accurate.

APPENDIX

The considered system consists of two sources with the
converters rated equally for 600 W. It should be noted that
the controller gains are consistent for each converter.
Plant: Lsei= 3 mH, Cdci= 100 µF, Ns = 7.5 kHz
Controller: Vdcref = 75 V, KH1

P = 1.92, KH1

I = 15, KH2

P =
4.5, KH2

I = 0.08, Tsw = 5 kHz.
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